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Scan this QR Code to 
check our brand movie.

CO2 Neutral Product

The Made in Holland collection 

is awarded the CO2 Neutral 

Product label. This can only be 

obtained as a result of serious 

environmental efforts.

PEFC certification

The planters in the Made in 

Holland collection contain 

wood fibres to give it a 

stone-look structure. This 

wood is PEFC certified.

Lifetime Warranty

We keep growing to become 

greener & more sustainable 

everyday. That’s why our 

planters do have a sustainable 

design that lasts a lifetime!

Made in Holland

The production takes place in 

our own factory in Holland. You 

can recognize these planters 

by their unique orange interior 

to represent their Dutch origin. 

Taking care of the planet and 
each other is in our roots.

We reshore much of our production and adopt a technique 

that cuts our energy consumption by 80%. We make our 

offices and ways of working sustainable and efficient.

Our 100% recyclable planters are designed to protect the plants 

they hold and are produced durably to grow with you.

With our special rain barrel and biodiversity collection we 

inform our customers about the need to help nature and 

enable them to contribute to it. 

And this is just the beginning!

‘Grow a greener life’ is more than words in a corporate mission 

statement. It is how we start cleaning up after ourselves by 

introducing a collection made from 100% waste including 

fishing nets. It is how our operations and products in the 

Netherlands got certified as CO2 Neutral. It is how we offset 

the emissions that remain and strive to reduce those emissions 

even further in the future.

It is how we hope to empower our customers to embrace a

greener lifestyle. But most of all, it is how we want to inspire you 

to do the same. So we can work towards a sustainable future 

for ourselves, but mostly for next generations. Because when all 

is said and done, that is the only way we can keep our promise 

to you. Will you join us?

Capi Europe. Grow a greener life.



THE 
STORY 
BEHIND 
OUR 
POTS.

Part of our production takes place 

in our own factory in Tilburg, the 

Netherlands. You can recognise 

these planters by their unique 

orange interior. This was intended 

to represent their place of origin 

and nowadays it is a recognisable 

feature of our brand.  It is not just a 

remarkable collection, but also one 

with a great, sustainable story. 

Unique insulating layer

The Made in Holland planters 

consist of two layers. The outside 

layer shows the design of our 

planters. The PEFC certified wood 

fibres in the raw material give 

the planters a natural stone look 

which fits perfectly on our design 

planters. The second layer on the 

inside is a unique insulating layer. 

This bright orange layer shows 

the Dutch roots of the planter, but 

most importantly, it takes care of 

the plants. The layer protects the 

roots of the plants against frost 

in winter and heat in summer. 

By adding the second layer our 

planters become extra strong, 

which makes them fracture-

resistant. The second layer does not 

have a negative side effect on their 

weight: they are still extremely 

lightweight! 

Reshoring

Back to the roots. Part of the 

production takes place in our 

own factory in Tilburg. In 2013, the 

first test models were made over 

here. The word ‘reshoring’ was 

not known back then, but right 

now it is a permanent part of our 

story. Reshoring, bringing back 

production to the Netherlands, was 

a big change in the history of Capi 

Europe. Sustainable flower pots 

with an orange insulating layer are 

the outcome of this process.

Production Process

Made in Holland flower pots are 

made from a powder mixture of 

polyethylene including recycled 

materials and wood fibres. These 

raw materials are poured into 

the mould using a filling system. 

This is heated to melt and liquefy 

the mixture. The robots spin 

around so that the mixture is 

distributed throughout the mould. 

The substance is then cooled to 

produce the flower pot. The two 

layers of the pot (outer layer and 

insulating layer) are made in one 

single cycle. Once the flower pots 

are removed from the machines, 

they proceed to the quality control 

via a conveyor belt. This inspection 

is carried out by our product 

specialists. Afterwards, each pot 

is provided a Capi label and a 

barcode. This final process is run by 

former employees of the Diamant 

Group, a company for people 

who have a distance to the labour 

market. 

Result

We have paid extra attention to 

the design of our Made in Holland 

series. Although these planters can 

be used outdoors regardless of the 

wind and weather, we have noticed 

that more and more customers 

are using them indoors as a design 

object. That is why our Made in 

Holland planters are designed for 

indoor and outdoor use. 

Each of our planters has a 

high level of finishing and lots 

of great features. All Made in 

Holland planters are resistant to 

frost and UV light. They are also 

fracture-resistant and extremely 

lightweight, which makes them 

both convenient and easy to use. 

All of the pots manufactured in 

the Netherlands are made with 

recycled materials. Furthermore, 

they are all CO2 neutral, and are 

100% recycable. Therefore they are 

very sustainable. 

Due to these features, we can 

guarantee sustainable design 

planters of high quality with a long 

lifespan and we therefore provide a 

lifetime warranty on this collection. 

Grow a greener life

We will follow our mission ‘Grow a 

greener life’ in everything we do 

and make. That is how we stand for 

growth and progress. We will help 

our customers and consumers to 

embrace a green lifestyle with a 

sustainable twist. Together we can 

work towards a sustainable future 

for ourselves, but also for next 

generations. 



01 Raw material
Mixture of polyethylene made 
with recycled material and wood 
fibres.

02 Big bags
The raw material hangs 
in big bags. Each big bag 
contains its own colour.

05Orange inside
The two layers of the pot (outer 
layer and insulating layer) are 
made in a single cycle.

06Moulds
Each pot model, texture, 
and size has its own mould. 

Made in Holland
Production.
Capi Europe has developed its own rotation moulding method for the production of 

Made in Holland pots. We are unique throughout the world in using this particular 

rotation moulding technique. With this process we save up to 80% of the energy 

compared to traditional rotation moulding. 

03 Filling system
The raw materials are 
automatically poured into the 
mould, using a filling system.

04Own rotation 
moulding process
The mould is heated in order to melt 
and liquefy the powder. 
The machines spin around so the 
mixture is distributed throughout 
the mould. The substance is then 
cooled to produce the flower pot.

08Mould 
to belt
As soon as the robot 
is finished, the pot 
will automatically 
be taken to the 
conveyor belt.

07Day & night
Our Capi robots work 24/7.



13 Back to the roots
The material coming from our shredder 
goes back to our supplier. There they will 
be used for new materials. 

12

10

No waste!

QR code

The edges coming of the pot will be 
thrown into our own shredder. This 
means there is no waste during our 

whole production process.

Our first finishing robot takes the planter 
off the belt and makes sure the QR code 
on the bottom is visible to scan. After 
scanning the pot will be placed in front 
of the second finishing robot. 

09 Conveyor belt
The conveyor belt takes the pot 
to the finishing robot.

11 Finishing robot
The sharp edges will be removed 
by our second finishing robot in 
order to finish the pot. 

Our planters are CO2 neutral, made with recycled materials and are 100% recyclable.

Cradle 2 cradle

©©



Capi Headquarters 
in The Netherlands.
At the end of 2017, Capi moved to a brand new building in Tilburg. The 
company is now twice as large and occupies an area of over 38.000 m². 
The production capacity of the factory, which runs 24/7, has increased 
with a lot of new robots since the move.

Located in nature.
Capi’s head office is located on an industrial area and close 

to major roads. You wouldn’t say so, because the building is 
surrounded by a lot of greenery and water.

Capi Christmas Forest.
Last year our employees could adopt a Christmas tree. 

We give the trees a new live in our own ‘Capi forest’. 
Every year the trees will be handed out again. 

This way less Christmas trees will be thrown out.

New robot colleagues.
Did you know we welcomed 
a lot of new robots last year? 

A large in-house warehouse.
Our warehouse has space for more than 
20.000 pallet locations, we manage our 
own stock, we use LED lights on motion 
sensors and we use electric forklifts.

2.000M2 Capi Experience centre.
Come visit our showroom for the full Capi Experience. 

Different styles and textures to inspire you. A place to see 
and feel our planter, all models, sizes and colours combined 

in a green oasis. Will we see you there?

Capi for vitality.
At Capi vitality is very important. We believe in a good 
work environment for our employees. That is why we 

provide sport facilities which they can use for free. 
Besides that we have a weekly running group, fruit and 

soup every week. 

Did you know… Capi is the main sponsor of the 
Warandeloop in Tilburg? Will you join us?

12.000M2 solar panels.
We have 4.556 solar panels on our roof providing electricity 
for our headquarters. The energy generated by this amount 
of solar panels equals electricity for around 500 households.

Grow a greener parking lot.
In april 2022 we removed the tiles in our parking lot to 
make place for a beautiful patch of grass. Not only does 
this make the parking lot greener, it also creates room 
for biodiversity and ensures a better water drainage.

Scan this QR Code 
for our 360 view.



25 YEARS 
OF CAPI.

1997 1999 2006 2013 2014 2016

Producing concrete 

statues and 

ornaments in 

Udenhout, the 

Netherlands.

Heavyweight 

Terrazzo planters 

and furniture from 

Vietnam.

Lightweight Terrazzo  

pottery from China.

Research, development 

and test phase for the 

Made in Holland 

production.

Official introduction 

of the first Made in 

Holland products.

Expanding the

Made in Holland 

collection: 

Nature Rib & Row.

Heavyweight
Terrazzo

Lightweight
Terrazzo

Research &
reshoring 

Expansion
MiHStart Introduction

MiH

Behind the planters, there is a story that begins in 1997. 
25 years ago, Toine van de Ven started a one-man 
business in Udenhout, the Netherlands.

Over the years, the product range changed from heavy 
concrete sculptures and ornaments to heavy Terrazzo 
planters. The planters were then replaced by lightweight 
Terrazzo-look planters to make them more user-friendly. 

In 2014, this collection was enriched by the sustainable 
Made in Holland collection, along with the biggest 
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change in Capi’s history: the introduction of reshoring. 
Toine would have never imagined that delivering heavy 
sculptures would become the preliminary stage for the 
Made in Holland products available today. Throughout 
almost 25 years, Toine has made several big changes, 
with reshoring being the largest one. 

2020 was the year Capi Europe took a next step in the 
process of sustainability. We received the CO2 Neutral® 
Product and Company label (by Vinçotte), and we are very 
proud of it! 

› PRODUCT ‹

CO2logic CERT. NR BE - 20/366 - 2
020 

Introducing Capi 

for Biodiversity; rain 

barrels, insect & bird 

houses.

Received the CO2 

Neutral® Product 

& Company labels.

2019 2020 2022 01-10-2022 20232021

Capi for
Biodiversity

CO2 Neutral
labels

In october 2022 we 

celebrate 25 years 

of Capi!

anniversary
25th

Launching our 100% 

waste collection and 

introducing a lifetime 

warranty for our Made 

in Holland collection. 

Grow a greener life. 

Working towards a 

sustainable future for 

ourselves and for 

next generations.

VINÇOTTE             VALIDATED

©©CO2logic CERT. NR BE - 20/366 - 2
020

‘97 ‘22

Introduction of our 

tagline. To show 

taking care of the 

planet and each 

other is in our roots.

Introduction
tagline

100% Waste & 
Lifetime Warranty The future

17
25 Years of C

ap
i.

Every pot from our Made in Holland collection is provided with this 
quality mark. We are able to do more than just recycling, because 
this is just a small part of being CO2-neutral. 

In 2021 we were able to add a collection made from 100% recycled 
materials. This collection is made from 100% waste and includes; 
fishing nets, used corks and recycled Capi planters. 
It is not without reason our mission is: ‘Grow a greener life.’

And this is just the beginning!
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? What is new

in 2023?
New collections, new products, new colours, a lot of new items this year! 

We will expand our best textures, introduce new products and you will 
also fi nd a lot of new colours in this years collection. 

Look around and pick your favourites.  

Rain barrel 400L
This year our rain barrels go even bigger. This new rain barrel 

can hold up to 400L of water, but is still small and elegant. 

This makes it a real eye catcher in your garden. 

That is what we call functional design. (page 56)

New colours Groove
Looking for some colour? Soft, bright, striking, or 

maybe more calm and elegant? We’ve got it all! 

Have a look at our coloured Groove pots. (page 72)

New Xala watering cans
Our Xala design products 

will be expanded with 5 new 

items. This year we added a lot 

of small watering cans. Easy 

for indoor use and vertical 

gardening, for example. 

Functional and playful 

products in a trendy design! 

(page 60)
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@wendy_studiozinnig @en_1_insta

@islandofsea @Qach #capieurope
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Share your 
#capieurope 

with us!

Follow us
@capieurope.

Are you already following us on our socials? We’re constantly sharing product news, 
behind-the-scenes and some interior and garden inspiration. 

Follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Linkedin & Pinterest. 

@Nieksservies
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COLLECTION.
Indoor & outdoor



For outdoor use, please drill a 25mm 
hole to ensure water drainage.

Outdoor

Made in
Holland.
The biggest part of the Capi collection is produced 

completely CO2 neutral in our factory in Tilburg. 

Because of our own production process, we are able 

to manufacture lightweight fl ower pots, which are 

100% recyclable and come with a lifetime warranty. 

The orange interior is intended to represent their 

place of origin and has become a recognisable 

feature of our brand.

The orange layer also provides the planters with 

insulation, offering your plants extra protection 

against both heat and cold. This extra layer 

provides extra fi rmness to the planter, which 

makes it fracture-resistant.

The planters are perfect for indoor use, 
because they are 100% watertight.

100% watertight

Indoor

Urban Tube NL

KBLT  Black

Urban Smooth NL

KBL  Black

Nature Clay NL

KATC  Anthracite KIVC  Ivory

Nature Groove NL

KGVBL  Black KGVI  Ivory KGVZ  Anthracite

Nature Rib NL

KBLR  Black KOFI  Ivory KOFZ  Anthracite KDBR  Dark brown

Nature Row NL

KBLRO  Black KRWI  Ivory KRWZ  Anthracite
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100%
recyclable

CO2 

neutral
indoor & 
outdoor

frost-
resistant

UV-
resistant

fracture-
resistant

light-
weight

insulating
layer

Made in 
Holland

PEFC 
certifi ed

©©



Made in Holland
Nature collection
Nature as a source of inspiration. With its green leaves and shades, many 

textures and energy. Our new Nature Groove NL, Nature Rib NL, Nature 

Row NL and the Nature Clay NL collections are based on these elements. 

Each texture forms a unique, coherent fl ow within our collection.
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Nature Rib NL

Nature Clay NL

Nature Groove NL

Nature Row NL

The ‘Rib’ texture gives the planter a natural look. 

This texture is inspired by wickerwork with 

its elegant lines. Besides the natural look, the 

small, dancing lines provide a playful touch to 

these Capi pots.

Available in black, ivory, anthracite and dark brown.

The ‘Clay’ texture is inspired by cracked clay soil. 

It shows the process of nature where solid clay 

dries out and cracks. One of nature’s many forms. 

The Capi Nature Clay NL is a beautiful eye-catcher 

in your home or garden.

Available in anthracite and ivory.

Our newest ‘Groove’ texture takes inspiration 

from the vertical grooves in rocks and mountains 

that arise from natural changes occurring over 

the years. A process in nature that made us 

develop the solid lines of this texture. 

Available in black, ivory and anthracite.

The ‘Row’ texture is based on sand drifts on the 

beach. The broad lines on these pots represent 

rhythmic waves, which produce a calming effect. 

The relief in the pattern gives the pot a character 

all of its own. 

Available in black, ivory and anthracite.

100%
recyclable

CO2 

neutral
indoor & 
outdoor

frost-
resistant

UV-
resistant

fracture-
resistant

light-
weight

insulating
layer

Made in 
Holland

PEFC 
certifi ed

©©
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The planters of our Made in Holland collection 
come with a lifetime warranty, because of its 
high quality and long lifespan.

KGVI Ivory KGVZ AnthraciteKGVBL Black

Vase Elegant Low
Groove NL

Planter Ball
Groove NL
932

933

35 x 34

43 x 41

25 L

47 L

782

783

34 x 46

46 x 58

27 L

66 L

Nature Groove NL
This year our Groove texture is also available in our Made in Holland 

collection. Our new Groove is, just like the rest of these collections, 

CO2 neutrally produced in the Netherlands. And of course they 

have our signature orange inside which is also an insulating layer, 

offering your plants extra protection against both heat and cold. 

Available in 3 colours. 
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Available in:
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Our Made in Holland collection has been awarded 
the CO2 neutral® Product label (by Vinçotte) for 
its climate-neutral production.

KDBR Dark BrownKOFZ AnthraciteKOFI IvoryKBLR Black

Planter Rectangle
Rib NL

Vase Tapered Round
Rib NL

Planter Square
Rib NL

Vase Ball
Rib NL

Planter Ball
Rib NL

Vase Elegant Deluxe
Rib NL

Vase Elegant Low
Rib NL

963       73 x 39 x 32     77 L

902       30 x 30 x 30     23 L

903       40 x 40 x 40     52 L

904       50 x 50 x 50     120 L

270

271

40 x 32

62 x 48

27 L

99 L

932

933

935

35 x 34

43 x 41

55 x 53

25 L

47 L

95 L

1131

1138

1132

38 x 58

51 x 72

55 x 85

45 L

92 L

154 L

362 42 x 38 32 L

782

783

34 x 46

46 x 58

27 L

66 L

Nature Rib NL
Our bestselling Rib is one of our first textures. The natural look of the 

texture combined with the 4 neutral colours make these planters 

timeless in every home or garden. This fits the lifetime warranty they 

have which is intended to show their quality, and their long lifespan. 

With its 7 models there is a planter for everyone.
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Available in:
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Our Made in Holland pots contain wood fibres to 
give the planters a natural stone look. These wood 

fibres are PEFC-certified.

Available in:

KRWI Ivory KRWZ AnthraciteKBLRO Black

Vase Elegant Low
Row NL

Planter Ball
Row NL

Planter Square
Row NL

782

783

34 x 47

46 x 58

27 L

66 L

932

933

935

35 x 34

43 x 41

54 x 52

25 L

47 L

95 L

Nature Row NL
The Row collection is original Dutch design made in our own 

climate neutral factory in Holland. The pots are very lightweight, 

which makes them easy to use indoor. Due to the high finishing 

the planters are weather-resistant and therefore also a perfect fit 

for outdoor. Available in 3 colours to choose your perfect match. 
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902       30 x 30 x 30     23 L

903       40 x 40 x 40     52 L
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The pots have a robust look, 
but they are extremely lightweight 
which makes them easy in use.

KIVC IvoryKATC Anthracite

Vase Elegant Deluxe
Clay NL

Planter Ball
Clay NL
932

933

35 x 34

43 x 41

25 L

47 L

1138

1132

50 x 72

56 x 85

92 L

154 L

Nature Clay NL
Our Clay collection is the example of design versus nature and 

this makes these planters suitable for indoor and outdoor use. 

The planters are 100% watertight which makes them perfect to use 

as an eye catcher indoor. Do you prefer to use it outside? You only 

have to drill a drainage hole of 25mm and it is ready to decorate your 

garden or terrace.  
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Available in:



Made in Holland
Urban collection
Urban life and nature. The perfect combination. Due to the sleek 

design and a sturdy look & feel, these flower pots are exactly what

you are looking for. Take a break from the busy daily life and enjoy 

the urban design and nature in your house or garden. 

The Urban collection is divided into the Smooth NL and the Tube NL.
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Urban Smooth NL

Urban Tube NL

The Smooth design is the perfect example of 

Urban. Old school and modern at the same time. 

A real classic in our collection. This Smooth texture 

has the appearance of rough natural stone. The 

planter features a modern and simple design that 

fits any interior or exterior.

Available in black.

The lightweight Tube texture features a wonderful 

vertical structure. This texture is inspired by the new 

generation of urban. Subtle and modern, but with a 

statement. The vertical lines give the Tube planters 

a bold and at the same time a clean look.

Available in black.

100%
recyclable

CO2 

neutral
indoor & 
outdoor

frost-
resistant

UV-
resistant

fracture-
resistant

light-
weight

insulating
layer

Made in 
Holland

PEFC 
certified

©©
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Indoor & outdoor: The planters are 100% watertight 
and therefore perfect for indoor use. For outdoor use, 
you only have to drill a drainage hole of 25mm. 

KBL Black

Pillar Rectangle
Smooth NL

Planter Square
Smooth NL

Planter Rectangle
Smooth NL

Planter Ball
Smooth NL

Vase Elegant Low
Smooth NL

243       36 x 36 x 79

902       30 x 30 x 30     23 L

903       40 x 40 x 40     52 L

904       50 x 50 x 50     120 L

952       36 x 36 x 79     91 L

932

933

935

35 x 34

43 x 41

54 x 52

25 L

47 L

95 L

781

782

26 x 36

36 x 48

7 L

27 L

Urban Smooth NL
Our Smooth collection is the design our Made in Holland collection 

began with. Their recognisable orange interior is a nod to their origin, 

but is also an insulating layer that protects the plants they hold from 

heat in summer and cold in winter. Due to this extra layer the pots are 

extra sturdy as well, which makes them fracture-resistant. 
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Available in:

Tip: Our Planter Ball 
43 x 41 cm fi ts perfectly 
on this pillar.
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The orange inside is a nod to its Dutch origin, but it is also 
an insulating layer, offering your plants extra protection 
against both heat in summer and cold in winter.

KBLT Black

Vase Elegant Low
Tube NL

Planter Ball
Tube NL

Vase Tapered Round
Tube NL

782

783

785

34 x 46

45 x 59

55 x 74

27 L

66 L

124 L

932

933

935

35 x 34

43 x 41

54 x 52

25 L

47 L

95 L

801

802

803

40 x 40

55 x 52

72 x 72

29 L

72 L

178 L

Urban Tube NL
These Tube planters are made with recycled materials, CO2 neutral 

produced and are 100% recyclable. Because we added some natural 

wood fibres these planters get their real stone-look surface. These 

wood fibres are PEFC-certified to make sure they come from 

sustainable forests. 
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Available in:
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Our 100% Waste collection consists of the following materials: 

Used corks Recycled Capi potsOld fi shing nets

NEW
colour

These design planters out of the Waste NL collection 

are produced CO2 neutral in the Netherlands and 

made from 100% waste; old fi shing nets, used corks and 

recycled Capi planters. 

This collection takes action and responsibility by taking 

on one of the biggest waste problems today; fi shing 

nets. These fi shing nets are combined with old corks 

and recycled Capi planters to turn them into high quality 

products with a functional design. 

This collection is suitable for indoor and outdoor use and 

has a lifetime warranty. 

Let us take care of our oceans, ourselves and our next 

generations. Will you join us?
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This collection is 
made from 100% 
recycled materials. 
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Planter Ball
Rib NL

Vase Elegant Low
Rib NL

Planter Ball
Smooth NL

932   

933

35 x 34

43 x 41 

25 L

47 L

782   

783

34 x 46

46 x 58

27 L

66 L

932   

933

35 x 34

43 x 41 

25 L

47 L

KTB Terrazzo beigeKTG Terrazzo grey KTBR Terrazzo beigeKTGR Terrazzo grey

Available in:

You can recognise the 
Waste collection by its 

specially designed label.

Just like the rest of our Made in Holland collections these pots are made CO2 

neutrally in our factory in Holland. This collection is made from 100% recycled 

materials; old fi shing nets, used cork and old Capi planters. Available in a dark grey 

colour and a bright beige colour. 

For this collection we skipped our iconic orange interior of the planters to keep the 

recycled look on the inside as well. This makes the story even stronger, because the 

planters look 100% recycled all over.

Made from
100% Waste



Arc Granite
Collection
The Arc Granite collection is inspired by contemporary architecture. 

This collection is a combination of nature and extreme luxury. 

A playful collection which comes in XS up to XL sizes (up to 177cm!) 

that can be used indoor & outdoor. Perfect for big venues or as a real 

eyecatcher in your home and/or garden.  

The planters are 100% watertight and therefore suitable for indoor 

use. Would you like to use the planters outdoors? You only have 

to drill some drainage holes of 25mm to make sure the water can 

find its way out of the planter. Because of the smooth material the 

planters are easy to clean, which makes them usable for outdoor in all 

weather conditions. You can even use these planters as a small pond.

100%
recyclable

indoor & 
outdoor

frost-
resistant

UV-
resistant

fracture-
resistant

light-
weight

easy to
clean
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NATS Anthracite NIVS Ivory

Available in two colours:

8051 8052 8053 8054 8055
67cm 88cm 108cm 132cm 177cm

45cm
60cm

75cm
90cm

120cm

XL XL XL
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This collection contains XL 
planters up to 177cm wide!

Planter Ball
Granite

Vase Ball
Granite

Vase Elegant
Granite

Bowl Low
Granite Planter Rectangle

Granite

8031       34 x 25     15 L

8032      48 x 35     38 L

8033      60 x 48     94 L

8034      75 x 60     180 L

8036      114 x 90     650 L

8037      156 x 90     1.130 L

8051       67 x 45     120 L

8052      88 x 60     290 L

8053      108 x 75     550 L

8054      132 x 90     950 L

8055      177 x 120     2.300 L

8071       43 x 50     55 L

8072      63 x 75     184 L

8073      85 x 100     450 L

8081       61 x 25     50 L

8082      92 x 36     157 L

8083      122 x 46     365 L

8084      153 x 56     700 L

8061      60 x 35 x 40     55 L

8062     90 x 35 x 40     85 L

NIVS IvoryNATS Anthracite

Arc Granite
These planters add a natural and luxury look in every home or garden. 

The planters are made with recycled materials and are 100% recyclable. 

Besides the regular sizes these planter also come in XXL sizes, but still 

they are extremely lightweight and fracture-resistant. Therefore easy to 

use and perfect for big venues or as an eyecatcher in your home and/or 

garden. Available in 2 neutral colours. 
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Available in:



ACCESSORIES.
Capi
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Blue Tit *
Pied Flycatcher
Crested Tit
Great Tit

Nuthatch *
House Sparrow *
Tree Sparrow

Common redstart
Pied flycatcher
Starling
Tree sparrow *

The bird houses attract different bird species, for example:

* This bird eats the oak 
processionary caterpillar.

Bird house 1 Bird house 2

Based on European 
bird species.

Click & combine 
Each Hive model comes with a clip on the back. 
With this clip you can easily click several bird- or 
insecthouses from this collection together. This way 
you can create a full biodiversity wall or some bird villa’s 
in your garden! Read more about this via the QR code.

Available in:

A Anthracite B Brown

Peanut butter
for wild birds

You can combine 
this perfectly with our 
Peanut butter House.

*peanut butter included

Biodiversity Hive
Our Hive biodiversity collection has a cool, geometric design and 

due to the smart click system on the back, you can easily mix and 

match them together to create a full biodiversity mansion in your 

garden. This collection is made from 100% recycled materials.
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Bee Hotel
Hive

Bird House 2
Hive

Bird House 1
Hive

Planter
Hive

Peanut butter House
Hive

Butterfly Hotel
Hive

Water Dish
Hive

19 x 23 x 20

19 x 23 x 20

19 x 23 x 20

19 x 23 x 20

19 x 23 x 20

8 x 10

19 x 23 x 20 19 x 23 x 20

AHBEA001

AHBEB001 

Anthracite

Brown

AHBIA002

AHBIB002 

Anthracite

Brown

AHBIA001

AHBIB001 

Anthracite

Brown

AHPLA001

AHPLB001 

Anthracite

Brown

AHBFA001

AHBFB001 

Anthracite

Brown

AWBP001 340 gr / 12 oz

AHBUA001

AHBUB001 

Anthracite

Brown

AHWDA001

AHWDB001 

Anthracite

Brown
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Blue Tit *
Pied Flycatcher
Crested Tit
Great Tit

Nuthatch *
House Sparrow *
Tree Sparrow

Common redstart
Pied flycatcher
Starling
Tree sparrow *

The bird houses attracts different bird species, for example:

* This bird eats the oak 
processionary caterpillar.

Bird house 1 Bird house 2

Based on European 
bird species.

Scan this QR Code for 
more info about our 

biodiversity collection.

Available in:

A Anthracite B Brown W White

Biodiversity Oval
The Oval collection has a natural shape and is available in 3 beautiful 

colours: Anthracite, Brown and White. This way they will fit in every 

garden. With this collection you will be able to make a contribution 

to nature. This collection is made from 100% recycled materials.
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Flower mix
Seeds

Butterfly Hotel
Oval

Bird Feeder
Oval

Bee Hotel
Oval

Bird House 1
Oval

Bird House 2
Oval

24 x 19 x 23

24 x 19 x 23

24 x 19 x 23

24 x 19 x 23

24 x 19 x 23

AOBEA001

AOBEB001

AOBEW001 

Anthracite

Brown

White

AOBUA001

AOBUB001

AOBUW001 

Anthracite

Brown

White

AOFEA001

AOFEB001

AOFEW001 

Anthracite

Brown

White

AOBIA001

AOBIB001

AOBIW001 

Anthracite

Brown

White

AOBIA002

AOBIB002

AOBIW002 

Anthracite

Brown

White

AFM001

AFM002

For birds

For bees

No packing
Our Biodiversity collection doesn’t have a packing, but only 
an information sticker. This way we provide all the information 
needed, but we save on material that we throw away after 
purchase. Both the Hive and the Oval bird- and insecthouses can 
stand on their own in the shelves for a full biodiversity shelf plan. 

These flower mixes will be delivered 
in a presentation display (130 pieces).
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All our rain barrels are provided with 
a luxurious metal tap including 

garden hose connection!

Our rain barrels 
come with a 

planter on top.

Scan this QR Code to go 
directly to the manuals 

of our rain barrels.

Rain barrels
The climate is changing and the weather is becoming more 

extreme. There are more days with heavy and prolonged rainfall. 

And at the same time, there are more periods of sustained

heat and drought. This has many adverse consequences. 

To help maintain a water friendly garden, Capi has developed 

several design rain barrels.

Thanks to the Capi Rain barrels, you will not only add a beautiful 

and practical product to your garden, but you will also contribute 

to biodiversity.

Together we take care of nature.
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Rain barrel Rib
130 L

Rain barrel Rib
250 L

Rain barrel Rib
400 L

1132      56 x 56 x 123

1183      48 x 102 x 92

1193      53 x 87 x 139

RKBLR Black RKOFZ AnthraciteRKOFI Ivory RKDBR Dark Brown

RKBLR1132

RKOFI1132

RKOFZ1132

RKDBR1132

Black

Ivory

Anthracite

Dark Brown

RKBLR1183 Black

RKBLR1193 Black

Warranty 
Just as our Made in Holland collection, our rain 

barrels come with a lifetime warranty. The barrels 
are very sturdy, weather resistant and can hold a 

lot of water. The accessories of the rain barrel come 
with a 5 year warranty and can be replaced easily 

without moving the rain barrel. 
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Xala Watering
Functional design watering cans for home and garden. 

In addition to the functional aspect, these watering cans 

are also suitable as a design object in your home or garden. 

The Xala items are available in unique and iconic designs in 

different colours.

Watering can 
Lungo 8L  
40 x 22 x 37

Watering can 
Chai 10L  
42 x 26 x 37

Watering can 
Lungo 12L  
46 x 26 x 43

Bucket 
Drop 13L  
30 x 30 x 29

Plant sprayer
Chai 0,5L  
10 x 10 x 20

Plant sprayer 
Doppio Groove 0,5L  
10 x 10 x 20

Black

Old green

Slate grey

Light grey

Black

Old green

Slate grey

Light grey

Black

Old green

Slate grey

Light grey

Old green

Slate grey

Light grey 

Curry yellow

Black

Old green

Slate grey

Light grey

Black

Old green

Slate grey

Light grey

Curry yellow

Copper

Olive grey

Gold

Curry yellow

Copper

Olive grey

Gold

Curry yellow

Copper

Olive grey

Gold

Copper

Olive grey

Gold

Curry yellow

Copper

Olive grey

Gold

Curry yellow

Copper

Olive grey

Gold

X110203

X110201

X110224

X110206

X110403

X110401

X110424

X110406

X110013

X110011

X110024

X110016

X210001

X210024

X210006

X210021

X310403

X310401

X310424

X310406

X110503

X110501

X110524

X110506

X110221

X110222

X110223

X110225

X110421

X110422

X110423

X110425

X110021

X110022

X110023

X110019

X210022

X210023

X210025

X310421

X310422

X310423

X310425

X110521

X110522

X110523

X110525

Curry yellowLight greySlate greyOld greenBlack Copper Olive grey Gold
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This year’s Xala collection is expanded with 4 new indoor watering 

cans. Functional and iconic watering cans in small sizes, so you 

can water your indoor plants easily. Every shape has its own story. 

Remarkable models that combine convenience and design in a 

luxurious way. Available in 4 colours.
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Watering can 
Doppio Groove 2L  
28 x 16 x 17

Watering can 
Kappu 2L  
29 x 12 x 16

Watering can 
Matcha 4L  
44 x 11 x 29

Watering can 
Doppio Smooth 2L  
28 x 16 x 17

New Xala
Watering cans

Light greyOld greenBlack

Black

Old green

Light grey

Olive grey

Black

Old green

Light grey

Olive grey

Black

Old green

Light grey

Olive grey

Black

Old green

Light grey

Olive grey

X111503

X111501

X111506

X111523

X110803

X110801

X110806

X110823

X110503

X110501

X110506

X110523

X110703

X110701

X110706

X110723

Olive grey
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Place the drainage cap over the (drilled) 
drainage hole on the inside of your planter. 
This prevents the hydro grains to fall out of 
the drainage hole.
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the ease-of-use of our products. Various products that will help 

consumers embrace the green lifestyle, in a pleasant and easy way.

Capi
accessories

Pot pads
Indoor & outdoor

Design Trolley
Round or square

Drainage Cap 
Anthracite

Hydrocan
1 Liter

Pot insert
for indoor

Clean & Shine
Capi Care

Black protector 
lacquer Capi Care

Nano protector
Capi Care

Plantcover
Available in 3 colours

API001   

APO001

Indoor 

Outdoor

5 x 1,5

5 x 1,5

ATA001   

ATA002

ATSA002

Round 

Round

Square

30 x 30

40 x 40

40 x 40

AGJ001 12 x 12 x 6 AHC001 10 x 7 x 25 1 L

IPT100
IPT101
IPT103
IPT104
IPT105

16 x 20

21 x 20

24 x 20

27 x 21

29 x 35

3 L

4 L

5 L

8 L

13 L

IPT106
IPT107
IPT108
IPT109
IPT110

32 x 28

34 x 30

38 x 24

41 x 26

44 x 30

15 L

20 L

18 L

23 L

30 L

SUP232 500 ML SUP212 500 ML SUP260 500 ML

001

002

003

Small

Medium

Large

75 x 150

100 x 200

150 x 250

Spots disappear easily. Brings intense black colour up again. For (extra) water-and UV-resistancy.

Suitable for Lux Terrazzo Black + White Suitable for Lux Terrazzo Black + TER301 Suitable for Made in Holland

ACBK

ACGN

ACGY

Scan this code for 
more info about the 
Capi Care products.
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All outdoor planters contain a drainage hole, which 
allows the soil of the plant to breathe. The drainage 
hole also makes the planter frost resistant.

FGT Light GreyFIT Black

Planter Square
Terrazzo

Planter Rectangle Low
Terrazzo

Planter Rectangle
Terrazzo

Planter Tapered
Terrazzo

Planter Ball
Terrazzo

931

932

933

935

28 x 27

35 x 34

43 x 41

54 x 52

11 L

21 L

38 L

79 L

Lux Terrazzo
Scandinavian white or a luxury Terrazzo-look. This collection is 

inspired by modern luxury and the traditional Terrazzo planters, 

but then lightweight. Elegant and minimalistic planters that 

match with every style.  
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Available in:

901       20 x 20 x 20     8 L

902      30 x 30 x 30     27 L

903      40 x 40 x 40     64 L

904      50 x 50 x 50     125 L

905      60 x 60 x 60     216 L

961       73 x 22 x 21     31 L

962      88 x 28 x 28     66 L

963      100 x 40 x 40     153 L

951       25 x 25 x 67     40 L

952      35 x 35 x 78     91 L

954      Set of 2     951-952

911       24 x 24 x 46     20 L

912      32 x 32 x 60     47 L

919      Set of 2     911-912

906      Set of 3     901-902-903

908      Set of 4     901-902-903-904

909      Set of 5     901-902-903-904-905

934      Set of 3     931-932-933

937      Set of 4     931-932-933-935

All Lux 
outdoor 

planters are 
available 
in sets.

WFL White

Also
available 
in white.

Also
available 
in white.

965      Set of 2     961-962

964      Set of 3     961-962-963



Every single Capi product comes with a warranty. Our Made in Holland collection comes with a lifetime 

warranty on manufacturing defects when the products are being used properly. We are proud to offer a lifetime 

warranty on these products to show you that we believe in the quality and long lifespan of our products. We live 

in a consumer society where we of course want to sell as many pots as we can. But we don’t want people to

buy a pot and just use it for a few years to throw it away afterwards to buy a new one. We would like to make 

sustainable design pots that lasts a lifetime! 

The rest of our collection comes with a 5 or 10 year warranty on manufacturing defects. These warranty rules 

only apply when the products are being used properly.  

If anything happens to a Capi product when it is in use, or when a customer comes back with a complaint about 

a product, please do not hesitate to contact our service department. We are happy to help you. Please visit 

capi-europe.com/en/guarantee/, fi ll out the form and we will make sure you will be assisted as soon as possible.

It will be very helpful if you would describe and attach the following: 

- Description of the complaint. 

- Type of product and size. 

- Photos of the product and their defect. 

- Purchase receipt. 

Our warranty rules apply when our products are being used properly. 
There are some thing to take in mind when using a planter; 

• Planters need a drainage hole when being used 
outdoors. This allows the roots of the plants to 
breathe and it makes sure the water can drain off. 
This drainage hole also makes the planter frost-
resistant. In addition, it is important that the pot is 
kept off the ground in frosty conditions. If the pot has 
a fl at bottom, it can be placed on pot feet or a trolley. 
Have a look at page 63 for our pot pads and trolleys. 

• Make sure the drainage hole is at least 25mm, 
otherwise it may be clogged by the hydro grains in 
the pot. If the pot doesn’t have enough drainage, the 
plant will be standing in too much water for too long 
(and the pot won’t be frost-resistant). Poor drainage 
can also cause calcifi cation on the outside of the pot. 
This is easy to clean, but even easier to prevent with 
a good drainage.  

• When the pot is fi lled, it is less easy to move it 
because of its weight. Therefore, fi nd a suitable 
spot in advance. If you do want to move the pot 
(e.g. because plants have to go inside during the 

winter), preferably use a trolley or lift the pot at the 
bottom with two people. Do not lift the pot by the 
edges, but at the bottom. The edges are no longer 
fracture-resistant when the pot is fully fi lled, because 
of the weight.  

• Not all plants are suitable for pots. Our pots are only 
fracture-resistant if the potted plants and their roots 
remain in proportion. Plants with fast-growing roots, 
create increasing pressure and are not suitable for 
placing in fl ower pots. These include tree species, 
fast-growing plants and, for example, bamboo. These 
plants are mainly suitable for placing in the ground. 
If you want to put them in a nice pot, make sure 
you regularly repot them to a larger pot. If in doubt, 
always contact our service department or ask for 
advice in the garden center. 

• Make sure the plants are in proportion with the 
planter you place them in. If the plant is too big or 
too high the plants probably do not have enough 
space to grow, and the pot probably can’t hold the 

plant, in gusts of wind for example, because the pot 
is not heavy enough to stay upright.  

• A fl owerpot can always get dirty, especially if it is 
outside. The fl ower pots can easily be cleaned with 
a soft brush or cloth, possibly with some warm 
water and a little detergent. For shiny fl ower pots, 
preferably use a soft cloth to avoid scratches. Do not 
use high-pressure cleaners, caustic/abrasive products 
or products with chlorine/ other bleaching agents. 
Have a look at page 63 for our Capi Care products. 

Warranty 
& service.

Feel free to contact our service 
department if you have any 
questions. 

Happy to help!

Scan this QR Code to 
go directly to guarantee 

page on our website..
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For outdoor use, please drill a 25mm 
hole to ensure water drainage.

Outdoor

The planters are perfect for indoor use, 
because they are 100% watertight.

100% watertight

Indoor

Filling tip.
The orange insulating layer protects the roots of the plant from 

heat in the summer and frost in the winter. Also, this second layer 

makes this planter extra fi rm and fracture-resistant.

Fill the planter for
2/3 with soil. 

Filling tip:

Choose an 
impressive plant.

Fill the planter for 
1/3 with hydro grains.

For outdoor use:
Drill a drainage hole 
(25mm) and cover with 
our drainage cap 
(see page 62).
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